by Elisa Chavez and Ailene Roque
Christmas movies can be a bit much at
times… There is a reason that people in recent years
have sought new holiday viewing traditions as
opposed to A Christmas Story, Elf, and the like.
Here is the Miller Scoop’s quick list of some
“not so Christmas movies” that will put you in the
holiday spirit.
The Nightmare Before
Christmas: The Disney Classic
by Tim Burton follows Jack
Skellington—the idolized spirit
of Halloween, who begins to
grow weary of the repetitious
spooky season. Jack Skellington
becomes intrigued by a
Christmas town, and as he reins
over this newfound holiday,
Christmas soon goes awry
under his grasp. The Nightmare
Before Christmas can arguably be either a Christmas
or Halloween movie, but in truth, the Christmas
holiday quickly dominates the Halloween town, and
infiltrates everything
Halloween into a merry, yet
sinister Christmas spirit.
Edward Scissorhands: Edward
is a misfit stowed away in a
dark mansion of his diseased
creator; until one day, a curious
woman by the name of Peg,
invites Edward into her family
home. Though the film contains
gothic elements, the movie
centers around Edward who
Continued on ensuing page.

by Gabe Gutierrez
Young people are infamous for their unhealthy palates. From scarfing down pizza
in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, to eating without a care in Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, there is plenty of evidence for our junk-food tendencies. The question I want to
answer with this series is how far can that be pushed—at what point does “unhealthy”
become “uneatable”?
We are starting off strong with a recipe most people would do a double-take at.
I’m not particularly fond of Flaming Hot Cheetos (I’m more of a Ruffles guy myself), but
this drink looked so bizarre I just had to try it.

The Recipe:

Ingredients:
3 scoops of vanilla ice-cream
1 ½ cups milk
½ bag of Flaming Hot Cheetos
1 cup ice
Teaspoon vanilla extract
Whipped cream
Tablespoon of sugar
Shot of coffee
Step 1: Crush up your chips into a dust. I
poured them into a plastic bag and then used
a roller pin first, before deciding to switch
to blending them instead.
Step 2: Mix your Hot Cheeto dust and sugar
in a bowl, leaving some chips behind to top
the drink later.
Step 3: Add all your ingredients in the
blender. I made sure to pour the sugar and
dust last, for fear that having them too close
to the blades would break something. I do not know if it is a valid concern, but just in
case.
Step 4: Blend- and be careful about blending too much! I made this mistake and ended up
with a plain ol’ coffee instead of an icy frappe.
Step 5: Serve and… Enjoy?
Recipe taken from sweetyhigh.com
I will be honest, I did not have high hopes for this beverage. Anything chip
flavored has one major downfall, and that is the potato chip itself; the end result tastes
more like starch than the flavor promised on the bag. This drink was no different, though
the vanilla managed to pull through. The frappé tasted more like marshmallow or muffin
than actual spicy chips. It was definitely better than I expected, but still would not make it
again. Especially since this drink has something weird about it: it tastes worse as time
goes on.
Both me and my sibling had this experience where the frappé tastes fine at first,
but by the last sips it is a struggle to finish it, meaning that the best way to drink this
frappé is as you would with medicine—eyes closed, breath held, all in one go. Which is
not the best way to enjoy a nice coffee, so maybe we will just stick with caramel flavoring
instead.

Rating: 3/10

Congresswoman Norma Torres visited A.B.
Miller High School on November 9 to share her
experience in politics. She opened with an anecdote
of her time spent as a 911 Operator in Los Angeles.
She received a tragic call that led to her rallying for
more bilingual operators, and how that set her life
unexpectedly on the path of politics. Afterwards, she
took student questions, responding to inquiries about
internship opportunities, the youth advisory
committee featured on her website, and the
government's handling of COVID.

